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The Planetary Healing Centre is an Edinburgh based charity founded in 2003 and run solely 
by volunteers. Its website wewewe”planetary-healing  .  org   describes its Community Based 
Holistc Health Project as 

 “A  eep expression of icompassion for others an  our living planete  

The aim of the project is to ofer holistc therapies help to reduce stress and create well
being, to prevent illnesses and help people to get beter  uicker when they are unwell or

lacking energy. The project has its basis in the belief that efectve holistc approaches
combined with orthodox medicine can enable individuals to progress and move towards a

more positve health much  uicker.

The Holistic Health Projeict Mission Statement:

“To help people to re-gain their health, wellbeing,
build their confdence, gain greater awareness 
and understanding of themselves.”

The projeict aims to:

 Help people regain icontrol of their owen health an  weell-eeing
 Complement the support ortho ox me iicine is giving to people weith ill-health

 En eavour to prevent people from  eveloping mental health issues relate  to the 
laick of support, laick of eelonging an  isolaton

 Provi e volunteering opportunites that weill ofer our iclients holistic support 
icontrieutng to a stronger, more resilient an  supportve icommunity”

354 people are currently registered with the centre of whom 81 made appointments for 
therapies with 75 actually atending in the course of the year.  The average number of 
atendances per person was 5 over the year although the maximum was 23 sessions. 
Additonally  an average 30 people each week atended regular evening classes, workshops,
open days, fundraising events and trainings as part of the Community Initatve.
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The majority of people accessing the project are those living on benefts, pensions and low 
income.  This group face many challenges and disadvantages in comparison with more 
affluent members of society and are less likely to be able to access therapies which can 
assist with managing their health and wellbeing.  The direct infuence of ine uality and the 
accompanying stress on these groups’ health and wellbeing is widely recognised by The 
Scottish Government and NHS. 

 “Poor health is not simply due to diet, smoking or other life style choices. We need to 
understand factors underlying poor health and health ine ualites such as people's 
aspiratons, sense of control and cultural factors. This is best understood as a 'sense of 
coherence', in which the external environment is perceived as comprehensible, manageable
and worthwhile. Without this sense of coherence, people are likely to be subject to chronic 
stress and poor health as a result.”1

The Holistc Health Project is a project which ofers a close match with the The Scottish 
Government's natonal Health and Wellbeing Outcomes 2 which set out high-level 
statements of what health and social care partners are atemptng to achieve through 
integraton and ultmately through the pursuit of  uality improvement across health and 
social care. By ofering a wide choice of accredited therapies to those on the lowest 
incomes The Community Based Holistc Health Project is very much in the spirit of these 
outcomes and partcularly embodies the following 

 Outicome 1: People are able to look afer and improve their own health and 
wellbeing and live in good health for longer.

 Outicome 5” Health and social care services contribute to reducing health 
ine ualites.

Baickgroun 

The Planetary Healing Centre was founded in October 2003 and in 2014 it has two main 
actvites   The Community Based Holistc Health Centre based in a small shop with 
basement on Portobello High Street and the other is The Nature Connecton Project which 
runs from a 20f yurt in a rented woodlands near Balerno. The centre reduces overheads by 
trustees carrying out the bulk of administratve and fnancial tasks working from home.

In the 12 months covered by this report (October 2013 -14) The Holistc Health Centre was 
open to the public on 42 weeks, Monday to Thursday 10am -3pm. In that period the project
delivered 358 low cost sessions to 75 people on benefts or low income. A further 51 
sessions were organised for which people failed to atend (14%).  This non atendance 
fgure is comparatvely low for community health projects and to be expected when 
vulnerability of the clients and the challenges facing them atending sessions are taken into 
account. 

1 Equally Well Review (2010a) Scotti hovernment
2 http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Topics/Health/Policy/Adult-Health-SocialCare-Integration/Outcomes
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Therapies are ofered for a suggested donaton between £8 and £20 per session (the 
average actual donaton is around £10). A comparable session elsewhere would cost 
around £45-100.  When researching this report I discovered that several community health 
projects had closed or had ceased to ofer therapies in recent years and I could only fnd 
two lower cost clinics currently available elsewhere in Edinburgh and these cost £25 and 
£20 respectvely, re uired evidence of certain benefts and ofered fewer choices of 
therapies.   

The projects standard suggested donaton for therapies is very low; however the project’s 
publicity makes it clear that for those at the greatest fnancial need therapies can be 
available entrely free of charge and around 10 clients each year are treated without 
charge.

“If you cannot aford the smallest donaton 
suggested, please talk to us. We really would like 
the project to be accessible to all who need it.” 

A menu of almost 30 complementary therapies was on ofer in 2013-14 and some of the 
therapies delivered included   Massage, Indian Head Massage, Reiki, Shiatsu, Shamanic 
Healing, Stress Management, Transformatonal Breath work, , Cranio sacral therapy, Indian 
Head Massage, Hypnotherapy, Neuro-linguistc Programming, Refexology, Confdence 
building,  E.F.T.,  Acupressure massage etc. 

Finanice                                                                                                                                                       

The Charity had to raise approximately £25,738 in 2014 to run including building running 
costs, admin costs, core costs such as accountancy and insurance, volunteer expenses and 
training. The charity generates around half of its running costs through donatons from the 
project, fundraising events and rental of space, the rest through grant income which at 
present comes from The Big Lotery Awards For All and Edinburgh Voluntary Organisatons 
Trust. The fgure given above does not refect any direct charge for therapists services 
which were donated free of charge and are estmated as having an e uivalent value of 
around £25,200  with an e uivalent additonal amount donated in terms of free 
management and coordinator services £25,540 and £9,300 from trustees/ fundraisers input
makes up to a total of £60,040 e uivalent. Finally the Holistc Health Project also benefts 
from donated premises worth £7,200 which takes the total in kind benefts to £67,240.  The
project is very heavily subsidised by volunteers and as such is very cost efectve but with 
this comes the risk of relying too heavily on certain key individuals.  The project carries 
some reserves representng a few months running costs but is not heavily insulated against 
major repairs or able to carry out signifcant improvements to premises such as installaton 
of central heatng.
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Volunteers

The project could not run its services at such a low cost without a team of nearly 30 
volunteers over the course of the year and since 2009 the Charity has maintained Investng 
in Volunteers accreditaton.  Volunteers carry out a wide range of tasks, from delivering 
therapies and training, ofce and admin roles, coordinaton and recepton dutes and 
humble but necessary cleaning and maintenance roles.  

All therapists have accredited  ualifcatons and PVG checks are routnely carried out when 
joining the project. The project currently has a waitng list of therapists who wish to 
practce with the centre.  Therapists can expect to be reimbursed for travel and subsistence 
costs and can access regular supervision, training and opportunites for contnuous 
professional development.  

A snapshot of the volunteer team in 2014 would show around 12 Therapists atending 
fortnightly and 3-4 Coordinators atending one or more days per week with 2 volunteers 
carrying out multple tasks on several days each week.  There is also a team of therapists 
and helpers who come in for open days, fundraisers and events and another team who help
with The Nature Connecton Project. The Trustees and Elders meet monthly and take on 
health and safety, fnance, fundraising and all other aspects of running the charity.  Like the 
service users the volunteer team is predominantly female (around 84%).

The volunteers are a very dedicated group and their passion for the project is undeniable 
with the average length of volunteering commitment well over 1 year and many volunteers 
having volunteered for several years or even 10 years.  The core group have shouldered a 
great deal of the burdens of running the project in recent years and among them there is a 
broad consensus among them that they would prefer their eforts to be supported by a 
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paid staf member actng as a volunteer coordinator and therapies centre manager.  This is 
therefore one of the priorites for the project in the coming year.

100% of the service users I interviewed were aware that the project was run entrely by 
volunteers and many expressed their appreciaton. 

“Absolutely fantastc, wonderful”  “One of the wonderful things “   “They are superb!”   

Volunteers feedback and comments are further summarised in appendix a.

Metho ology
The brief of this evaluaton was to assess the efectveness of the Community Based Holistc 
Health Project in achieving its aims and to take suggestons and feedback to ensure that it 
remains a project closely guided by its service users and volunteers. Quanttatve and 
Qualitatve informaton was collated including data from client registraton forms and 
therapy appointment sheets.  26 Telephone interviews were carried out between 14 -27 
November 2014 with a further 2  uestonnaires returned by email.  (See  uestonnaire 
appendix b)   17 service users (23%) were interviewed who had atended the project over 
the past 12 months varying between one and 23 sessions.

All 5 current trustees were interviewed including Mark Halliday (Chairperson) and Claudia 
Goncalves (Treasurer and Manager) who are the projects founders and who contnue to 
play a pivotal role. Claudia carries out the majority of the administratve and management 
work of the project and has at some point in the past 10 years carried out every role the 
project including cleaning. Additonally I interviewed 3 former trustees who have worked 
with the project since the beginning and contnue in an advisory capacity as Elders. Of the 
volunteers contacted 3 had acted as coordinator/ receptonists of the therapies service. 9 
were therapists ofering treatments.  3 of the volunteers interviewed were also users of the 
therapies services in 2013-14.

 Who are the people eeing helpe  ey the projeict?

Holistc Health Project service users are adults living on a low income or are children from 
families on a low income.  The project does not re uire formal evidence of benefts as part 
of the referral process and is available to working people on lower and part tme incomes as
well as retred people.  As the approach of the project involves fnding out about client’s 
personal situaton there is litle chance of people using the services who are not genuinely 
eligible.  Likewise people are known and trusted by the project to make a donaton for 
therapies at a level they can aford. People on higher incomes are signposted to make 
private appointments with individual therapists outwith the core project hours.

Over the year the project was successful in atractng people from a wide range of 
communites with almost a  uarter (22%) of those making appointments being drawn from 
non Britsh and Asian/Asian Britsh communites.  Those atending across the board were 
predominately female (84%) perhaps also refectng the largely female make up of the 
project’s volunteer team and therapist team.  
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 EH15: Portobello, Bingham, Magdalen,Jewel, Niddrie, Brunstane, Willowbrae  24%
 EH7 Broughton, Restalrig, Meadowbank, Willowbrae 20%
 Edinburgh and Lothian other postcodes 51%
 Outside Lothian 5%

Howe  i  you hear aeout the projeict?

In general the commonest ways for people to fnd out about the project are through the 
recommendaton of a friend or a recommendaton through a meetng with one of the 
project’s volunteers.  The other commonest way is by simply passing by Holistc Healing 
Project building which is on the main Portobello High Street.  One person mentoned that 
the project is nearby to their local GP surgery and some link ups with this may be worth 
considering. Only two people mentoned the project’s website and one of those was 
pointed to it by her daughter who actually lives in Australia.  No-one mentoned referral 
from any NHS route.  No one mentoned seeing any fyers, leafets or posters this is perhaps
because the project was re-vamping its leafet in 2014 and new leafet only came out in the 
autumn.
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When you frst icame in wehat aspeicts of your life  i  you feel the holistic health projeict 
might help you weith? 

Many people gave multple reasons for coming to the project e.g. physical illness and stress,
or carers responsibilites and sleepless nights. Over and above these primary reasons a lot 
of people interviewed spoke about proactvely seeking to improve their own health and 
looking to improving their general wellbeing and sense of balance.  Some also mentoned 
taking tme to consider spiritual  uestons.

 “I icame in for many reasons: min  an  eo y…general weellness” I icalle  in eeicause 
I weante  to fn  out more aeout alternatve therapiese

 “I weas going through personal proelems” I weas looking for help to heal myself 
weithout going to the  oictor” I  i n’t weant to take ant- epressantse

 Mostly  epression, I weas of weork weith stress an   epression”e

 “ I weas seariching for spirituality an  healinge

 “I sufere  a lot of eaick pain an  someone sai  shiatsu might help”e

 I weas sufering stress an  a pain in my neick an  shoul ers” I weas hoping to ease 
that”e

 I weas quite lost” In ea  shape mentally an  physiically”””icompletely an  uterly lost”
No real groun ing, spiritually, physiically etic” I am getng there slowely”e
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Howe weoul  you  esicriee your frst visit to the projeict?

Everyone who was interviewed gave a positve account of frst impressions of the project 
staf with the only slight negatve comments regarding the difcultes in reaching the 
basement rooms and lack of comfy seatng and one unfortunate incident when someone 
had accidently entered the therapy room not realising it was in use.  

 “Very friendly and informatve. I set up an arrangement with a good counsellor. 
Tessa (coordinator / trustee) was very helpful, well informed, sympathetc- she 
guided me to what I might need”

 “A Brilliant Experience”
 “Recepton Amazing”
 “Great, really friendly, open , inclusive and down to earth”
 “Really Good- they were so friendly and helpful. I felt very at ease straight away”
 “I found it very calming, very relaxing and very welcoming. It felt like a safe space 

you could trust”

Howe weoul  you rate the therapies you took part in?

Excellent 81%
Good or Very Good 13%
So So 6%
Poor 0%

Have any lastng  iferenices taken plaice in relaton to your health?

79% of people interviewed reported lastng improvements to aspects of their health and 
wellbeing subse uent to atending therapies with the project.  Many reported multple 
benefts across a wide range of issues. 
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 “I am generally calmer and it helped a lot. “

 “My shoulder pain is reduced. It is a long term improvement.  The treatment has 
enabled me to contnue doing yoga and keeping ft.”

 “Helped the stress in my neck and I sleep beter afer a massage.”

 “I’m much more positve, I look at things slightly diferently…less worry. It really 
helped me very much.”

 “My tension was reduced by massage and my anxiety issues  ...hypnotherapy made 
a diference.”

 “It helped with my anxiety issues and slight depression. It cleared my mind. I have 
more energy, a lot less sleepless nights.  It’s been a brilliant help.”

 “I have more awareness of how the body works and changing attitude towards life.  
I am now practcing mindfulness and breathing. The pain relief needs me to keep 
having the therapies though.”

The remaining 22% were not able to identfy specifc lastng changes to their health directly 
atributable to atending the therapies.  Some had not been able to atend as many sessions
as they would have wished to.   This entre group remained enthusiastc or at least 
considering the idea of returning to the project in the future.  

 “My mobility deteriorated, unfortunately and I couldn’t manage the stairs.” 

 “I didn’t atend long enough.  It was difcult to get an appointment, very few slots 
and I like to be able to be seen without a delay.

 “I have to change myself but it did put me on a path”.
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Has your tme weith the projeict ma e a positve impaict on any other aspeicts of your life?

86% reported a wide and diverse range of positve changes in their lives subse uent to 
atending the project.  

 “I feel beter in myself and it has a knock on efect on every area”

 “I benefted from meetng people with similar ideas”

 “It helped me to perform beter at work”

 “It helped me volunteer and be positve”

 “It helped me care for my 2 children who are both on the autstc spectrum”

 “keeping a job”

 “It helped lif me up for a while afer treatment.”

 “It had a positve aspect on my relatonships”

 “I became more trustng again and more open”

Woul  you return to the projeict again in the future?
 Yes 93%
 Mayee 7%  
 No 0%

People were universally keen to come back and only one person interviewed was put of by 
stairs down to treatment room. A couple of people were put of by the possible length of 
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tme to wait for appointments.  One respondent felt she would not come back for a while 
because she “didn’t want to feel she was being greedy”

Looking forwear : Reicommen atons an  suggestons ey serviice users an  volunteers

 100% of serviice users interviewee  weoul  reicommen  the projeict to other people 
looking to fn  therapies.  Many said they had already recommended it to friends 
and family.

Service users had lots of suggestons for potental additonal therapies (see below) whilst 
several respondents refected that there was a lot on ofer and could not suggest any more.

 Hypnotherapy
 Acupuncture
 Back Pain Clinic
 Physiotherapy for injuries
 Nutriton
 Naturopathy
 Massage
 Womens group where women can gather for healing
 Outreach events in the community and with other agencies
 Evening and weekend therapies sessions

If you icoul  suggest one improvement wehat weoul  it ee?

The commonest improvement suggested was a shortening of waitng tmes and the 
comment about the need for more money was also suggested as a way of providing more 
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therapists and reducing the wait for a service.  Other respondents wished the project could 
open in the evening or at the weekend.

 “More money to allow more access to therapists and more appointments. They are 
booked up really  uick. There is  uite a wait for appointments.”

Almost as many people however indicated that no improvements were needed and they 
just wanted to see more of the same.

 “For me it was totally fne. Everything done by the book.”

The project’s building was a focus for some respondents for being too cold at tmes, a bit 
small and having stairs which were a barrier for anyone with mobility issues.

 “Could they aford central heatngg”

Other suggested changes focussed on raising the profle of the centre in the community and
by raising awareness within the NHS.

 “Bring what is there to the community with more confdence.”
 Send volunteers to other, traditonal NHS services...what the centre does has real 

value – e ually valid as medical centres.
 “Get the service more out there…more promoton. Even people I speak to in the 

area don’t know about it. “
 “The shop doesn’t stand out enough. It doesn’t grab your atenton”. 
 “A lot of the tme the shop is closed. Put opening tmes on the door.”

Summary of Fin ings:

In general service users found the project very satsfactory with 94% ratng the therapies 
good or excellent.  The users also highlighted what a warm and welcoming experience they 
had from volunteers from the moment of joining the project.  Most could identfy short, 
medium and long term benefts they had experienced since joining the project both in 
terms of their health and in other aspects of their lives such as work, relatonship and 
volunteering.  Nonetheless all felt that they would beneft from being able to come back to 
the project in the future and some felt they might need further treatments to maintain 
some of the gains.

Given that 100% of users keep wantng to come back for more there is a risk emerging that 
the therapies on ofer are spread more and more thinly as the project contnues with tme 
being ratoned between new people coming along and returners.  This may be refected in 
the other points raised by service users about waitng tmes for appointments and 
difcultes seeing partcular therapists.  There is a strong and ongoing demand for the 
therapies with people wantng more days and hours to be on ofer.  
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Reicommen aton 1:  Trustees look at the balance between therapies being ofered to new 
service users and those being ofered to long term service users.  Perhaps giving new users 
some ring fenced appointments.

Reicommen aton 2: The project might want to look in the medium term at increasing the 
number of therapy slots available and days/ tmes to accommodate returners whilst 
ofering a service to new people.   Plan for growth in numbers that is likely to arise from 
publicity initatves and build capacity within the organisaton to accommodate steady 
increase in demand.

For the project to grow sustainably to accommodate additonal therapy slots it  is likely to 
re uire grant funding for a paid manager who can also act as a volunteers co-ordinator and 
project coordinator. This would have the additonal advantage of reducing the pressure on 
the core volunteer team.

The project might wish to approach the NHS e.g. Edinburgh and Lothian Health Foundaton 
in relaton to this.

Reicommen aton 3:  
Service users expressed desire to see the project raise its profle within the community, 
with other groups and with the wider NHS health providers.  Service users feel very positve 
towards what the Holistc Health Project ofers and they would like to see it made available 
more widely.  Many were partcularly keen on the way the project created opportunites for
poorer people to have access to the means to take control over their health.

The project might wish to identfy local partners and other agencies in the city to work 
together with to reach those on low incomes who are at most  need of their services.  Given
that a signifcant number of service users people from Portobello and North East Edinburgh 
it may be useful to approach Neighbourhood Partnerships.  

Likewise planning/fundraising should refect the high number of older people using the 
services and the diverse range of ethnic backgrounds. E.g. leafets could be translated into 
multple languages.  

The project might also want to consider approaches which will increase the proporton of 
men using the services e.g. diferent leafet, more male therapists, dad and baby group.

Reicommen aton 4
The service users appreciated that the project is run on a very tght budget however for 
some a warmer and more accessible space would be a signifcant improvement. 

The Project should consider launching an appeal to buy a building, perhaps the one they are
currently in or perhaps a larger more accessible building.  This would enable them to have 
greater security and to convert it exactly to the needs of the therapies.  The project should 
also atempt to increase the level of reserves in the bank to allow for repairs and high 
winter bills etc.  Crowd-sourcing, a public appeal or a community share issue might be 
worth considering for this.
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And fnally…………..

In their owen weor s serviice users  esicriee the 
Holistic Health Projeict”

 “On the whole it’s been very good for me. A very good thing to have in 
the community. I like that you can pay what you can aford. A uni ue 
service. It’s wonderful “

 “A brilliant project. It ofers a lot of good therapies that people at the 
lower end of the fnancial scale can access as well”

 “It’s a wonderful place to go for natural health. It’s afordable, so much 
on ofer and I am so pleased it is there.”

 “An amazing collecton of people who are gifed at what they do. The 
practtoners are very gifed. I felt really welcomed and I’ll come back 
again.”

 “A way of beneftting your life socially, mentally, physically. so you can 
lead a fuller life”

 “A very positve experience, solely focussed on your health and 
wellbeing and making you into a beter person as well”

 “It’s helped people at the end who don’t know who to turn to. It’s help 
everyone should have. It includes body, mind and soul and takes them 
as one.”

 “It’s a very friendly place and they are trying to help.  They might not 
cater for everyone but I’d say they do their best”

 “ A low cost therapeutc centre”

 “A very down to earth, exclusive, warm, friendly (place)…It’s a great 
thing to do- amazing for people like me who cant aford £50 for a 
treatment”
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 “It’s a lovely healing, calming place. You will be welcomed and valued. A 
really good place to go. The therapists are excellent. You feel safe when 
you come.”

 “This service provides the opportunity to be included again. It includes 
the parts that need support.”

 “A very important training place. A safe place for recently trained 
therapists to start working. Really wonderful.”
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Appendix A

 The Volunteers  The Heart of the Planetary 
Healing Centre Holistc Health Project

 “We have managed for years thanks to the good will and hearts of our volunteers. 
Without our volunteers none of this would be possible. “  Claudia honcalvet project 
founder and truttee.

Why  i  you weant to volunteer weith the projeict an   i  volunteering meet your 
expeictatons?

“I chose to volunteer to help others in the best way I could, by ofering my experience and
knowledge for my community and people. I was astonished by the amount of people who

came and who remain part of it.”

“Mark and I have seen the need in our community to help people who were really
struggling with their health and wellbeing and could not aford to pay full price of therapies.
Compassion for those struggling and without money took us to start help on a small scale
along side our private practce at the tme.  So as Shamanic practtoners we sometmes

gave sessions for people for less money and occasionally free. More and more people were
coming and we could not do it all by ourselves, so we decided to start the project and have
others helping. We frst started one day a week, then 2, then 3, then 4 days a week. More

and more volunteers came wantng to help. “

“I had some therapies myself and I wanted to give back.  I wanted to gain experience with
some of the therapies I was working with.  Volunteering met my expectatons because of
the clients I have seen and the outcomes those clients have achieved and the benefts to

me as a therapist”

“I was ill of 10 years and had 1 or 2 years when I was very dependent and not able to work.
I wanted to give some energy back aferwards for people who can’t aford treatment.  It
was a nice experience, very welcoming, and the bookings are organised well.  Clients are
very diferent from my private clients, more fragile, vulnerable, urgent and desperate

cases…Claudia is really supportve. I was really happy with the guidance I got. Anyone could
volunteer but it is  uite challenging for very, very new therapists”
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“I really love the space and I love the people who work there…a lot of integrity. A beautful
space and I like the energy of Portobello.  Felt it was a good thing to do.  I hoped I was going
to grow and ofer something. The surprise is how much I have received.  I am working with

very lovely people on all levels”

“I wanted to help. I do therapy and I wanted to help folk on a low income.  I feel I’ve learnt
a lot from it and I enjoy doing it.”

“I liked the way Mark and Claudia worked “from the heart” not about money. “

“Within a few months of using therapies I felt very comfortable at the project. I really, really
admire the project and its uni ue way of helping people  something powerful and

important. I hoped I would enjoy volunteering. It’s like having a spiritual degree  exhaustng
but so rewarding.” 

“I am blind and my grandson told me about the shop. He said he’d seen a shop I’d like that
had crystals in the window.  I could have passed loads of tmes otherwise.  I came in and
bought some crystals, atended one of the workshops with Mark and we became friends
and I volunteered. Volunteering at the centre opened up another group for me and shown

people that I am a normal person. Having disabled people in the shop is good.”

“I wanted to assist in any way I could. I felt a part of it.

“I have a medical background as a ward sister and had worked around the world.  I teach
holistc therapies, Reiki and Scottish healing traditons. Volunteering has been life

enhancing to me.”

“I’ve always loved to help people. I enjoy it. It comes naturally. The people were lovely.  I
keep in touch with some of them. I love Mark and Claudia, lovely people, beautful.”

Has Volunteering ma e an impaict on other areas of your life?
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Many of the volunteers icoul  point to eenefts of volunteering making an impaict 
elsewehere in their lives e”g” in the area of weork:

 “It helped me by building up my experience of therapies I ofer.”

 “It is wonderful to be able to practce certain therapies regularly”

 “I have moved into working with people with mental health issues.”

 “ Volunteering brought me back into the world and I trained as a therapist”

 “I met the most interestng people. I don’t think I could really live without it”

 “The project helped me immensely when my husband died….it did wonders. Other 
agencies didn’t help. I am 71 and retred and I am doing my masters in Reiki. ”

 “I discovered a gif I didn’t know I had  The gif of leadership. Volunteering in our 
charity also helped me to build my confdence in many areas. Because English is not 
my frst language, been a volunteer also helped me to improve my writng skills big 
tme. “

 “When you grow in one area it fows through everything you do.”

Training sessions volunteers weoul  weish to aten :

 All therapies
 Shamanic Healing
 Mindfulness
 Training in working with specifc client groups
 First Aid Training
 Mental Health Awareness and awareness of conditons e.g. schizophrenia
 Working with vulnerable people
 Introducton to counselling
 Regular group Open Forum meetngs to share info, skills etc

If you icoul  ichange one thing? 

The volunteers comments provide another take on the points which were highlighted in the
interviews with service users. Their conclusions are strikingly similar suggestng that there is
a high degree of consensus regarding the challenges and the likely solutons.

 “If we could have a full tme paid manager, we could bring in more volunteer 
therapists and help more people.”
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 “If we had more money we could do more.  There is next to no money to pay 
therapists travel and lunches. We run on a shoestring. I would like to see us do more
outreach.”

 “Some i.t. and the internet would make it more accessible and bring it into the 21st 
century”

 “Reach more people”

 “I would love it if the rooms were warmer. For me it’s challenging, the foor is ice 
cold. Rooms beter insulated…and bigger”

 “expand the building”

 “We are on a knife edge of economy all the tme. We don’t let it worry us unduly but
I remember when we had to close one Winter because we couldn’t aford enough 
heatng.”

  “I expected volunteers to get together as a group. I wanted to feel more involved.  I 
think that because there is a lack of funding and no paid staf it is difcult to pull it 
all together.”

 “More funding to allow more hours and more therapists in. Ideally we’d have a 
bigger building and be expanding with a coordinator on site most days working in 
partnership with Claudia.”

 “We need to be ftting into the broader community  not thinking them/us.  Not sure 
how it is done. A poster would be useful looking at therapies and our ethos. The 
centre has a lot to give…a viable product…needs to be accepted and integrated 
more in the system.”

 “Need to get more into the NHS and funding related to this. Need to raise the profle
in Portobello and Balerno as local people haven’t heard of us.”

 “Sometmes hard to get volunteers for recepton. Could also do with standby 
therapists to cover for sickness etc.”

 “I would like to see the project ofer services for free to certain groups. Perhaps we 
could also target men.

 Need to have more meetngs so that everyone knows what’s going on..especially 
volunteers. 
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